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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been widely considered as one of the most
important technologies for last decade. WSNs provide distributed network and internet access to
sensors, controls, and processors deeply embedded in equipment, facilities, and the environment.
WSN has many applications such as; the monitoring of buildings, wildlife, pipelines,
manufacturing, healthcare, environmental monitoring, and overall security. One of the most
recent monitoring applications of WSNs is border control. These kinds of applications are
becoming critical due to the increase of the risks of intrusion on borders. Border patrolling is
vital to the security of a nation and its citizens. All countries’ borders and ports are busy hubs,
with tens of millions of cargo containers and hundreds of millions of legal travelers entering each
year. This does not include the instances of illegal border traffic.
Border control pertains to measures adopted by a country to regulate and monitor its
borders. It regulates the entry and exit of people and goods across a country’s border. Border
security is a primary concern of the national security agenda in this era of terrorist threat. The
problem with protecting these boundaries is the distance covered and the intensity of labor in
maintaining those borders. Conventional systems of border patrol consist of troops and
checkpoints on international roads and ports. At these checkpoints, patrollers stop traffic, inspect
cars, and curtail any illegal activity. In the border zones, patrols occur along predetermined routes
and in set intervals, requiring extensive human resource to patrol even a small area [1,2].
Therefore, monitoring the border in real-time with accurate results and minimum human
involvement requires several complementary technologies. A WSN can provide accurate
detection and tracking of intrusion with minimal human participation. The role of WSNs in
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border control focuses on information gathering from various types of sensors, such as seismic,
and motion detectors. WSNs process these raw data and send an abstracted alarm, or aggregated
data, to the command center which, in turn, takes the appropriate defensive action. Using this
concept, we can identify a stranger or terrorists entering the country border. Figure 1 below shows
a typical wireless sensor network.

Figure 1: A Typical Wireless Sensor Network [11]

1.2 Problem Statement
Understanding an object’s movement in an area such as country's border is a challenging
scientific problem and a very fertile domain that needs to be addressed. Current border systems
are unable to provide the required measure to deter illegal movements of goods, drugs, and
humans from crossing into the country through stretches of the porous borders. Due to global
risks nearby the borders area, our application will reduce and affect any unauthorized movement.
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been emerging in the last decade as powerful tools for
connecting both the physical and digital worlds. WSNs can be used in several applications such
as health monitoring, environmental surroundings, and border control. The goal of this thesis is
to examine new application methods involved with the implementation of the types of sensor
nodes used to detect and reduce intrusion risk in border surveillance. Surveillance application is
becoming critical due to the risks affecting borders and the intrusion of borders.
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1.3 Objective and Motivation
The objective of this thesis is to create a more adequate system for patrolling a country’s
borders and to provide solutions to the most addressed challenges by using wireless sensor nodes
in different cases. The main objective is to develop a border security system using wireless sensor
nodes for reducing the illegal immigrants and patrolling the borders from many challenges which
require addressing before a practical realization occurs. My technical contribution is to provide
solutions to these challenges in order to control suspect activities. This includes methods for
securing large areas and deployment techniques suitable for large monitored areas of sensors to
be used in border surveillance applications. For example, the design of new sensor nodes that
will use less energy to accomplish a wider range. Adding a camera to each node will increase the
detection rate of any an intruder in the border area. Also we proposed a solution for WSNs to
extend the range of the sensor nodes for deploying the network in a large area, which will improve
the system’s performance and reduce the total cost. Moreover, my motivation in this thesis is to
make this surveillance system application featured with object detection to track any type of
activities on the border. Also, to prove whether automated systems, such as the WSN, are capable
of providing adequate intrusion detection overall.
1.4 Literature Review
The Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an emerging technology that uses distributed sensors
with communications infrastructure to monitor or record environmental conditions. WSN
provides distributed network and Internet access to sensors, controls, and processors that are
deeply embedded in equipment, facilities, and the environment. WSN has enormous applications
in every field include disaster relief, agriculture, environment monitoring, medical applications,
security, etc. One of the most recent monitoring applications of WSNs is the border control
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application. This kind of application is becoming critical due to the increase of the intrusion risks
on borders. Border control using wireless sensor network is one way to improve security
measures [1]. It is a well-known fact that the border control is vital to the security of the nation
and its citizens all over the world.
A Wireless Sensors Network (WSN) is made up of nodes, also known as motes, which work
together to form a network. WSN provide disseminated network and Internet access to sensors,
controls, and processors that are profoundly installed in gear, offices, and the surrounding
environment. The WSN network is another monitoring and control ability for applications in
transportation, fabricating, medicinal services, environmental monitoring, and wellbeing and
security. WSN utilizes the MEMS (Micro-Electric Mechanical Systems) technology to generate
smaller motes. Concerning the use of WSNs at the border, several works in the field of security
surveillance have been accomplished. I found many studies relating their analyses to border
control systems and I focused my research on how to help increase border control security.
Border patrol is currently based extensively on human involvement. The relative cost for
the increasing number of personnel, as well as the diminishing accuracy through almost
exclusively human surveillance, has required the involvement of high-tech devices. Among
these, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for aerial surveillance have recently been used to
automatically detect and track illegal border crossing [2]. Other studies have been done so far in
border control, using wireless sensor networks.
Study [3] found that many works have addressed border surveillance applications based
on WSNs. Many solutions using WSNs have organized the network nodes as a line-sensor, where
every movement going over a barrier of sensors is detected. In this case, sensor nodes’
deployment should guarantee barrier coverage. Compared to full coverage, barrier coverage
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based on a perfect linear deployment requires fewer sensor nodes and may experience radio
disconnection due to sensor failure and depletion. Study [4], Liu et al, investigated the
construction of the sensor barrier on long strip area of irregular shape when sensors are
distributed according to Poisson point process. To ensure that trespassers cannot cross the border
undetected, multiple disjointed sensor barriers will be created and distributed, covering large
scale boundaries. A segmentation technique has been proposed to achieve continuous barrier
coverage of the whole area.
In Study [5], researchers from the University of California proposed the deployment of
WSN to help pursuers detect and track evaders. They made it into a game involving two teams
and located of the opposing team members and caught them. They deployed a miniature test bed
with 25 motes running TinyOS on a remote control.
In study [6], a researcher from The Ohio State University deployed 90 sensor motes with
metal object detection capabilities. The main objective of their project was to detect and classify
moving metallic objects, such as tanks and armed vehicles. The researchers considered a
surveillance scenario of breaching a perimeter within a region. The system should have provided
target detection, classification, and should have tracked for moving metallic and nonmetallic
objects. They used an algorithm called Logical Grid Routing Protocol for the routing and the
localization. For the implementation, they used 90 MICA motes equipped with magnetic sensor
nodes.
In Study [7], researchers from Georgia Tech, King Saud University, and University of
Nebraska have proposed a hybrid approach to achieve coherent border patrol applications.
Integrating multimedia WSN, ground sensors with different underground sensing capabilities,
they mobilized them. Border Sense provides several advantages compared with the traditional
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WSN border control techniques.
In study [8], researchers from New Mexico Tech suggest the usage of neural networks
along with wireless sensor network for border detection. The concept of using neural networks
is to find a sample that describes an intrusion activity and to train neural networks to discover
them. The proposed system uses a set of 32 MicaZ sensor nodes.
In study [9], researchers from Germany developed a sensor network prototype consisting
of 200 nodes, which they called “iSense”. This sensor was equipped with Passive Infrared (PIR)
sensors covering a 500 m-long land strip. The objective was to ensure the integrity, authenticity,
and availability of generated alarms. They developed two types of protocols, trespasser detection
protocol and node failure detection protocol
Table 1: A Summary of Experimental Setup of Surveyed Literature.

Work

Platform

Sensors
Photodiodes,
temperature,
magnetometers,
accelerometers,
Microphones, and
sounders.
Magnetometers

Quantity

[5]

MICA

25

[6]

MICA

[8]

MICAZ

Microphones and light
sensors

32

[9]

iSense

Passive Infra-Red

200

90

Functionality

Features

Help pursuer detect and
track evaders

Interaction
between sensor
nodes and remote
controlled
vehicles

Detection of perimeter breach
Usage of artificial
Detection of intrusion
neural networks to
activity within
detect and classify
monitored area
patterns
Introducing a
protocol for
detecting
Intrusion detection
trespasser and
within a covered
another protocol
passage area
for checking the
integrity of the
network
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CHAPTER 2: BORDER INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS
2.1 Introduction
In the last decade, the usage of wireless sensor network (WSN) has become a powerful
tool that connects both the physical and digital worlds. Currently, WSNs are applied in numerous
applications such as the monitoring of buildings, wildlife and habitats, smart electrical grid
control and border control. Among countries, border protection is a sensitive issue and measures
are being taken to improve security at the borders. In addition to physical fencing, smart methods
using technology are being employed to increase the alertness of security officials at the borders.
Border control using wireless sensor network is one way to accomplish this task. The
conventional border patrol systems are highly labor intensive, requiring constant human
involvement, which also includes human error. However, in recent years, unmanned aerial
vehicle, grouped sensors and camera equipped surveillance towers have been added as additional
patrol measures [1]. Moreover, such systems suffer from problems ranging from false alarms to
line of sight limitations. In addition, there is the lack of a coordination unit to provide accuracy
to the system. Therefore, this study presents the simulation of border surveillance using WSN
arrays as a method of surveillance and intrusion detection system to measure and solve the above
referenced critical issues.
The wireless sensor network consists of spatially distributed autonomous and batterypowered sensors to monitor the physical or the environmental conditions; pressure, sound,
temperature, vibration, motion, and working cooperatively to pass the data throw network to the
base station [11]. The electronics measure ambient conditions relating to the environment
surrounding the sensor and transforms them into an electric signal.
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Figure 2: WSN System Architecture [10]

A large number of these sensors can be networked in many applications that require unattended
operations. The WSN contains hundreds and/or thousands of sensor nodes. All of these sensors
can interface or be directed to the base station for communicative purposes. Also, there are
many sensors which allow sensing with greater accuracy over larger geographical regions [12].
By using the WSNs for the border control, it provides the following advantages:
• Ground-based sensors provide information on intruder movement even in cases of blockage
by an obstacle.
• The camera and night vision sensors provide detailed and accurate information, as well as a
wide detection range.
• The underground sensors guarantee support for above ground devices in cases where they
cannot detect concealment.
• The mobile sensors can track and locate a detected intruder.
• The arrangement of the devices as a sensor network provides a connected and cooperative
action approach that reports results to a remote location [13, 14].
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2.2 Existing Border Patrol Techniques
The current system is based solely on personnel. This human-based system is creating an
ever-increasing demand, higher costs, and less accuracy with each additional staff. The
increasing demand for human workers led to the involvement of unmanned aerial surveillance
vehicles to add mobility to cover extensive areas of the border [1]. However, even these vehicles
can only cover a certain area for a given period, leaving some areas unmonitored. Moreover,
the vagaries of weather decrease the capabilities of these vehicles.
The government introduced sensors connected with fiber optics that can measure pressure
waves caused by intruders to complement the UAV systems. However, due to the dependability
of the system on a single wire connection, any point of failure within the system affects very
long distances [15]. In addition, the harsh environment along most borders makes them
unsuitable, and the high deployment costs limit the practicality of the application. Compared to
these wired sensors, ground sensor nodes tested on most military deployments are robust,
thereby guaranteeing their usability. However, the limitations of the sensors, such as false
detections, necessitate the addition of other sensor nodes that coordinate with the ground nodes
to identify human intrusion accurately [16]. Moreover, visibility of these devices provides
opportunities for damage by animals, vehicles, and intruders. Finally, the existing systems lack
a coordination unit to improve accuracy.

2.3 Surveillance Scenarios
2.3.1 First Scenario (Maritime Borders):
The WSN has been implemented in marine surveillance and maritime border protection
units for many years. The implementation demonstrated the detection of enemy and rouge
vessels in maritime borders. The system detects enemy vessels by installing audio sensor nodes
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in shallow water as shown below in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The Sensor Nodes in Water [1]

The ship intrusion detection system uses wireless sensor networks near harbor facilities. It
exploits the V-shaped wave generated on the water surface by the movement of the ship [17,18].
The system consists of a three-axis accelerometer-measuring device with floats on the sea
surface.
The deployment of sensors consists of a grid topology with predetermined locations. The
sensor nodes are time synchronized prior to deployment, and have accelerometers to measure wave
movements. The sensors provide readings that can detect the speed of a passing ship. Other nodes
provide added motion and computational methods to sense the movement of crafts around the
border, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Sensors with Buoys [1]

2.3.2 Second Scenario (Hybrid WSN Architecture For Border Patrol Systems):
This system is heterogeneous in architecture and consists of three different detection
nodes (ground, underground and the mobile nodes). These nodes are used to provide different
coverage capabilities.
2.3.3 Ground and Underground Sensors
The ground and underground nodes are resource-constrained, low-power scalar sensors
performing simple tasks; taking vibration measurements and sending information to the data sink
or processing hub. The underground sensors can either communicate with the ground sensors or
with other underground sensors. Due to the complex underground channel characteristics, new
physical layer propagation techniques are needed to realize the connections, such as:
underground electromagnetic wave technologies [1,19, 20].
2.3.4 Mobile Sensors
The mobile sensor can host very powerful and reliable multimedia sensors. These sensors
are resource-rich, high-power devices with higher processing ability and larger communication
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range. As a result, these components are used as local processing hubs. The multimedia sensors
are responsible for more complex tasks, such as: collecting the sensing reports from the
ground/underground sensors, detecting possible intrusion according to the sensing reports, as
well as the local image/video information. As a result, the false alarm rate of the
ground/underground sensors can be significantly reduced. After the surveillance towers confirm
intrusion detection, they report the detection results to the remote administrator and inform the
mobile sensors the position of the intrusion for target tracking.
2.4 Deployment of Hybrid Wireless Sensor Network
In border patrol applications, the established monitoring network should cover a
significantly large monitoring area. However, the sensing radius of a single sensor node is
normally limited. Thus, a large number of sensor nodes are expected to fulfill the coverage
requirement. Moreover, different types of sensor nodes provide different coverage capabilities.
In addition, each sensor type is characterized by different costs, a sensing radius, and sensing
accuracy. Thus, an optimal deployment strategy is required to determine the number and
locations of sensor nodes with heterogeneous capabilities [22].
2.4.1 Deployment of The Ground and Underground Sensors:
As discussed, the sensing ranges of ground/underground sensors should cover a required
area. A seismic sensor can detect moving heavy vehicles (such as tanks) from a distance of up to
500 m and walking humans from up to 50 m. To guarantee the detection of every type of
intrusion, the sensing range of humans who are on foot is used in this scenario which is denoted
as RUGS. For sufficient detection accuracy and system robustness, k-barrier coverage is required
for the belt region in front of the border. The definition of k- barrier coverage denotes a region
covered by a sensor crossing paths with another k- sensor through the coverage area. Both
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underground and ground sensors are deployed at predetermined positions. To achieve optimal
manual deployment of the k- barrier area of the belted region, k rows of sensors are deployed
along the shortest path possible [23,24].
Although the manual deployment strategy is the most efficient, it is not applicable in this
situation. In this scenario, aircrafts or vehicles are used in order to reduce the deployment cost of
the system. This sub-section analyzes the requirements of the density and deployment area for
the ground,and underground sensors in order to achieve k- barrier coverage. The sensors are
distributed in the strip area of the border according to a Poisson process point with spatial density
λ with d designating the length of the section in front of the border. The w indicates width, the
sensing range is denoted by r and if the width is asymptotically greater than the computation of
the area, w= Ω (logd), the probability of the sensor density λ in the k- barrier area reaches a
certain value. To fulfill the random deployment scenario:
•

The sensors should be deployed with a strip width larger than:
w= Ω (logd)
•

(2.1)

The deployment density of the sensors should be larger than λ,
λ=

!(#$%& ()!)
(+,#-./0 /2)- 3 ./0

(2.2)

Where k >0 is a constant determined by simulations [1,25,26].
2.4.2 Sensor Distance Strategy
As it has been mentioned above, the proposed sensor deployment models do not take into
account the effects of natural environments. These models are based only on the sensor range Rs.
Nonetheless, in real contexts, due to the radio effects, every sensor does not have a uniform range
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distribution according to the propagation direction. Due to the radio effects we denote by Rsi
the sensor range direction of i (the value of i varies is between 0 and 359). In Figure 5, the surface
covered distance of the node sensor is shown:

Figure 5: Sensor Distance Equation

When the distance of sensor S has a perfect circular form, k sensors should be present in the disc
centered in S of the radius Rs +Rt. Where Rs is the sensor sensing range and Rt is the target
radius, the k-coverage condition is fulfilled in the neighborhood of S. In other terms, the sensor
density 𝜌5 is given by the following formula.
𝜌5 =

𝑘
𝜋(𝑅𝑠+𝑅𝑡)2

(2.3)

From this equation, we adapt a result by considering the disc of radius Rt and expanding this area
with the respective Rs in each direction which represent the coverage domain of the sensor [17].
2.4.3 Deployment of Towers Surveillance
The deployment positions of surveillance towers should be predetermined. The
surveillance towers are deployed along the border line with 1-barrier coverage, due to the higher
cost. Hence, the deployment problem of the surveillance towers can be viewed as a special case
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of the k-barrier coverage where k = 1. Assuming that the sensing range of one surveillance
tower is Rtower.
Then, the minimum number of surveillance towers to cover a border with distance d is:
The number of surveillance towers =

>
!-?@ABC

(2.4)

Also, it should be noted that since the sensing range of the surveillance towers is much larger
than the range of the ground/underground sensors, the required number of the surveillance
towers is much less than the number of the ground/underground sensors.
2.5 Operational Framework
Since the WSN consists of three different types of sensory equipment, the data provided
must complement each other. A collaborative strategy is adopted to utilize the set of distributed
sensors in order to provide accurate data to reduce the rate of false alarms. Upon sensing
intrusion, the underground and ground sensors initiate a collaborative procedure. In the next
phase, the imaging sensors from the towers trigger to improve the accuracy of the information.
Thirdly, mobile aerial or ground devices move to the area of intrusion to provide actual
confirmation of the intruder. It is only after verification of the information that the controllers
dispatch the patrol personnel [1]. The collaboration consists of intruder detection cooperation,
tracking, and detection oriented communication.
2.6 Challenges of the System
Any system hardware or software constraints must be addressed to achieve an effective
and efficient operation of WSNs. The system architecture requires the use of cameras to validate
the detections from the ground and underground sensors. Due to the restricted amount of towers
and cameras, the system must reduce the number of detected events sent to the towers [25]. The
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applied algorithm should adaptively provide and determine the detection threshold and
determine what data is sent to the tower system, based on the number of ground and
underground sensors involved. Although fixed tower cameras play a greater role in intrusion
detection, they are unusable in cases of intruders with an obstructed view. Moreover, the camera
has an expected range of cover that hinders their ability to focus on objects beyond their range.
Mobile detectors are equipped with cameras to provide coverage in such situations to limit this
problem [26,27,28]. Furthermore, one must enhance the coordination of the tower-to-tower
cameras to include rotation phase shift.
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CHAPTER 3: MODELS AND TECHNIQUES ANALYSIS OF
BORDER INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS
3.1 Introduction
This chapter will explore the model and techniques analysis of the border intrusion
detection systems, including the wireless sensor detection method, a system that detects humans,
animals, and objects which was I previously published [29]. An alarm is triggered when an intruder
crosses a perimeter and the mechanism can specify the level of threat presented. The system needs
to be able to differentiate between human and non-human intrusion. Low cost surveillance lacks
that capability. The stratagems outlined here will demonstrate how shapes are used to train neural
networks in the development of a system and how mathematical derivations are necessary to
achieve proper intrusion detection. Borders of all nations in the whole world are at risk because
they cannot be observed in their entirety during every portion of the day. Security is considered
to be the primary concern of most of the countries in the world today. The increase in other related
crime activities have raised the need to develop and implement intrusion detection system that can
raise an alarm whenever there is danger. There are many applications of intrusion detection
mechanisms.
Most of the intrusion detection systems have employed wireless sensor networks to
facilitate the communication [30]. Wireless sensor networks provide not only easy implementation
procedures, but also rapid alternatives for stacking the network. The coordinates of the sensor
devices can follow a particular distribution pattern, according to the mode of deployment. The
mode of distribution of the sensor devices relies on the nature of the perimeter under surveillance.
The analysis of the distribution mode can be solved using three dimensional field models,
including non-uniform deployment [31]. Conversely, deterministic deployment works for easily
accessible fields. The system will be deployed to sensitive areas and root out signs of suspicious
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activity. The model developed here makes use of wireless sensor networks to be controlled from
a central point. The wireless sensor networks will track the detection signals obtained from each
individual sensor. Architectural design, the Network Model for WSN, and specific types of sensors
used in intrusion detection will be a focal point of this section of the thesis. This chapter will cover
the intrusion detection system architectural design, different types of sensors that used intrusion
detection. I will also focus on a Network Model for WSN and detection system techniques.
3.2 Intrusion Detection System Architectural Design
The design of a successful intrusion system will have to incorporate a given perimeter that
will be defined by the monitoring system. Typical intrusion systems are normally developed to
monitor a given perimeter, which in most cases, is defined by a border wall. The entire security
perimeter of the border is coordinated from a central base station [32]. Any detection segment is
sent to the central base station. It should be also mentioned the activity of such systems need
support 24/7, allowing them to run continuously during their life cycles. This ensures constant
monitoring of the defined region. Additionally, the deployment of the sensors should be made in
such a way that the perimeter is entirely covered without any unattended spaces in between the
nodes. This requires accurate and effective orientation and positioning of the sensor devices [33].
It can also be said that such a system requires a design where intruders are less likely to notice the
location and placement of the sensors. There is also need for the sensor devices to communicate
internally. This can only be accomplished through the use of line topology where the sensor
devices are placed in a straight line of a semi-straight. This implies that routing will be very
important in deriving the communication protocols for the sensors [34].
3.3 Intrusion Detection Sensors
The decision on the location and distribution of the sensors is contributes largely to the
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success of the system. Human intrusion can be detected using many sensor modalities. These
sensors do not emit a signal and sense how targets may modify it. Magnetic sensors detect that the
trespasser, for instance a person carrying weapons, has material that is magnetically sensitive [35].
Ferromagnetic material generates a particular magnetic signature, which can be sensed by means
of a magnetometer. Footsteps of humans and animals, birds flapping their wings, etc.,
correspondingly make sounds over and above the entity’s voiced sound. Sensors designed to take
measurements of sound are fundamentally hydrophones and microphones. Conversely, vibrationbased motion sensors sense displacement, velocity, and acceleration using ismometers/geophones,
velometers, and accelerometers, respectively. Additionally, in the case of heavy vehicles, there
might be coupling between the acoustic noise and ground vibrations [36]. The acoustic waves
travel at different speeds and their amplitudes decrease at different rates with distance or get
absorbed at different rates. This sensitivity helps in distinguishing the type of intruding vehicle or
other noise source. Table 2 shows a comparison between different types of sensors when used in
detecting intrusions such as human beings, animals, or objects.
Table: 2 Comparison of the existing intrusion detection sensors [12]
Sensor

Low Power

Reliability

Cost

Infrared (Thermal)

Yes

Medium

Low

Ultrasound

No

High

High

Low

High

Accelerometer (Seismic) Yes
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Infrared, ultrasound and accelerometer are the most prevalent intrusion detection sensors.
The infrared sensor has better movement detection properties than the accelerometer [37]. In
addition, an infrared sensor requires less energy and has an analogue output signal that gives the
direction of an object’s movement. Ultrasound sensors can locate intruders using the high
frequency acoustic waves reflected off of objects. The delay between the transmission of the
ultrasound pulse and the echo return determines the object’s distance. The accelerometer is a
general low power dynamic sensor used to determine position, velocity, orientation, tilt, impact,
vibration and shock.
3.4 Intrusion Detection Sensor Models
Intrusion Detection Sensor Models refer to a model of a real time intrusion detection
system that is capable of detecting penetrations, break-ins and other forms of abuse. It helps
determine distinct pattern that describe an abnormal or intrusion activity. The discovered distinct
pattern is used to train the detection model to recognize abnormalities and intrusion. The models
are built using low cost sensors that send sound and light data to help the model make an automated
decision and report an abnormality or intrusion activity. Each network model monitors the local
region and communicates through the wireless channels with the other nodes during a collaborative
production of high-level representation on the state of the environment [38]. There are multiple
types of sensor models that can be employed in an intrusion detection system. Different kinds of
WSN can be utilized depending on the area to be covered and the type of space. Most of the
outdoor applications employ microwaves, infrared, ultrasonic or radar sensor systems. The
effectiveness of these models depend on the target to sensor distance, environment, propagation
characteristics, size and motion pattern of the target, amount of energy emitted, and capability of
the sensor [35]. Below are detailed descriptions about the most common detection sensor models.
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3.4.1 Probabilistic Model
A Probabilistic Model is an accurate sensing model adopted in the analysis of WSN quality
coverage. It takes into account the detection probabilities of the sending device, which decay with
factors such as distance, hardware configuration and environmental conditions [39]. The
Probabilistic model helps develop an intrusion detection system in which the sensors are deployed
and distributed in a manner meeting the system requirements at minimum cost. Probabilistic sensor
model relies on the threshold distance within which an intruder can be detected wirelessly. This
implies that the threshold distance is governed by the perimeter of the space within which the
detection should occur. In relation to Elfes’ model, the detection probability can be described by
such physical parameters of the sensors that are accommodated by the generic model parameters.
If the target sensor distance is abbreviated d, the detection probability is an exponentially decaying
function of d. The rate of decay is determined by two parameters; y and B which reflect the sensor
characteristics [40]. The likeliness that a sensor would detect a target can be found using the
following relation.
1
𝑃> = 𝑒

,L

0

(𝑑 − 𝑑+ )

N

𝑖𝑓 𝑑 ≤ 𝑑+ ,
𝐼𝑓 𝑑+ < 𝑑 < 𝑑! ,
𝑖𝑓 𝑑! ≤ 𝑑,

(3.1)

According to the formula above, the probabilistic sensing model sensor detects a target object with
a probability of 1 if the distance between the target and the sensor d is below the threshold distance
𝑑+ . This is a simplified formula using d alone that can be deployed indoors where the light of sight
is ensured. According to the following, conditions:
If 𝑑! ≤ 𝑑 then Pd= 0. However, the detection probability used, if the target object lies in a range
of 𝑑+ <d< 𝑑! , then an exponentially decaying function is deployed, using the parameters β and λ.
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The parameters β, λ, 𝑑+ and 𝑑! are adjusted based on the physical characteristics of a sensor.
Different detection models can be illustrated using the following Figure 6. The Figure shows three
common detection models that are governed by different technical parameters.

Figure 6 a) Binary Detector b) Elfes's Detector, c) Neyman-Pearson detector
The probabilistic model is founded on the concept that the sensors will operate in the
presence of additive white Gaussian noise. It is also assumed that the signal will undergo path loss.
There are two hypotheses that represent the presence and absence of a target setup. The NP detector
serves to compute the likelihood ratio which is used to compare the detection results against a
threshold false alarm constraint [41]. The formulation of NP is provided below where Gaussian
noise and path loss are assumed.
pd=1-Φ(Φ,+ 1 − 𝛼 − 𝛾 𝑑 )

(3.2)

The above relation incorporates both target distance and the cumulative distribution
function of zero mean unit variance Gaussian random variable at the point x. If the standard bounds
are introduced into the system, then the probability can be computed as calculated below. In the
above formulation, γ(d) is a signal to noise ratio at the sensor, when a target is at a distance d. The
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Ф(x) represents the cumulative function of the zero mean and unit variance Gaussian variable at a
point x. The equation uses the proportionality γ(d)~d. The formula below is derived using the
standard bounds on Ф(x).
𝑝𝑑 ≈ 𝐴(𝛾 𝑑 , 𝜂, 𝛼)𝑒𝑥𝑝 {Φ,+ 1 − 𝛼 − 𝛾 𝑑 }

(3.3)

Where A(γ(d), 𝜂, 𝛼) is the signal to noise ratio level. It can be emphasized that the above model
has demonstrated an exponentially decaying factors that is governed by the sensor-target distance
[42].
𝑆] =

^
_`

(𝑥aba , 𝑥cde )

(3.4)

where 𝑆] is the successful rate of detection and 𝐶d is the coverage of a sensor nodes, A is the size
of the area you want to cover, while 𝑥aba is the system parameter vector containing the information
of system configuration such as an antenna, and motion sensor. The 𝑥cde is the environment
parameter vector containing the information weather and geographic conditions. The probabilistic
model of a sensor node in detecting various subjects such as (human beings, animals, vehicles, and
plans are in table 3 represent the combination of parameters considered and the present of the
detection. The successful rate of this system could detect up to 91%, also in Figure 7 shows the
rate if success versus the combination considered.
Table 3 Combination of Parameters Considered
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Figure 7 Rate of Success Versus the Combination Considered
𝐴 = 𝑡𝑑g . 2𝑅 + 𝜋𝑅!

(3.5)

Based on equation 3.5 we could know the active area of random sensing schedules of all nodes
which have the same sensing period and active. We consider object movements from left to right
on x -axis. Where A is the active area of the object, and 𝑡𝑑g is travel distance. 2R is the rectangle
area width, and the two half disks with radius R.

3.4.2 Exposure-Based Sensor Model
This model is based on the fact that the received energy level provides a clue on the
observability. The expected level of observability within the monitored space is referred to as
exposure. The total amount of energy that is received by the sensors at different points on the
breath path is normally defined as the path of exposure [43]. The level of detection energy can be
expressed as shown below.
𝑆i 𝑑 =

#
>j

(3.6)

Where, 𝑆i (d) represents the signal energy of the target in the above formulation. The signal energy
for the target is a measure from an 𝑖 th sensor, and the distance between the target and the sensor is
d. Where K is barrier coverage or the decay factor of the energy and 𝑑 # is detection energy. k is a
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nonnegative constant that satisfies the condition k,2<k<5 [44]. A multiplicative factor can be
included in the system to cater for the effects of obstacles and other sources of errors. The most
essential designing factor is the fusion of exposure levels where different types of sensor devices
are deployed [45]. Any target can be detected using the preceding sensing and exposure model and
knowing the threshold energy. Finally, the advantage of exposure-based coverage assessment is
the inclusion of a practical object detection probability that is based on signal processing, signal
distortion, as applicable to specific sensor types.
3.4.3 Shape Based Intrusion Detection Models
There is a need for an intrusion detection system to ascertain the identity of the intruder.
The system is required to distinguish between animal intrusion, human intrusion and any other
object that may be used to intrude any object. Since this chapter is meant for human and object
intrusion detection mechanism, the algorithm developed will focus on the human and other will
focus on object detection mechanisms. Most of the low-cost surveillance systems lack the
capability of discerning the intrusion of animals from humans. The shape of a human being and
the intruding objects are simplified through a removal of the redundant points that connect short
and straight line segments. The technique can be employed to search for best-matched contour
within the database to distinguish humans from other objects using different viewing angles and
distances [46].
This methodology of differential motion analysis detects the scene change within the
perimeter of the region being surveyed. The object contour is extracted by determining the
difference between a reference and the test image. The differential motion analysis method
eliminates illumination variations through subtraction. The polygon approximation technique
integrated into the system to extract contour in order to remove the noise and as such eliminate
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redundant data points. This makes the shape to be represented using a fixed number of points. The
shapes are described in a way that making them invariant to rotation. Scaling and translation use
shape representation techniques such as turn angle and bend angle function. The collected shape
features are used to measure similarities between the test contour and the contents of the database.
Through training, the intrusion detection system beneath this model contains a database
composed of the different shape features of possible objects. The shape features include images
taken from different times, locations, angles and distances. More recent shape features of a target
object are calculated from the contour and compared to a reference in the system database. The
target and reference shape are matched based either on a similarity or a dissimilarity measure. The
best shape match for a target object is one with a high similarity measure or a minimum
dissimilarity measure with a reference shape feature. Matching determines the intrusion object.
Figure 8 below shows the basic steps used to extract human shapes.

Figure 8: Basic steps used to extract shape of human being
3.4.4 Barrier Coverage Intrusion Detection Models
Any kind of movement or crossing could be detected by the barrier coverage model. The
purpose of barrier coverage is to detect intruders who attempt to cross from one side to the other
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side of the border area that you want to detect. Barrier coverage model is a technique whose goal
is to minimize the probability of an undetected intrusion through a sensor network or a barrier. In
some situations, it is not necessary for detecting both direction of crossing the belt. Therefore,
barrier coverage is not suitable model since it may not differentiate the illegal intruders from the
legal [47]. The barrier coverage can be considered as the coverage with the goal of minimizing the
probability of undetected penetration through the barrier. The barrier coverage problem start and
end points of the path are selected from bottom and top of the area. The selection of the path also
depends on the objective.
3.5 Intrusion Detection System Techniques
Intrusion involves an activity that violates the security policy of a protected area or system,
while intrusion detection is the process of identifying an intrusion. Monitoring illegal movement
across a border is a challenging task. WSN is an emerging technology that is expected to provide
new ways of energy and cost efficient border intrusion detection. An intrusion detection system
technique is usually deployed as a line of defense to protect a border. Intrusion detection system
techniques include the cost effective techniques deployed for monitoring critical applications
ranging from border monitoring to industrial control. Intrusion detection techniques provide
accurate detection and tracking of intrusion with minimal human intervention [48]. Some of the
existing intrusion detection techniques include Dynamic Mechanical Analysis, Infrared Intrusion,
Neural Network, and Image Processing Detection System.
3.5.1 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis Detection System
The Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) system is considered to be a powerful
technique that can be used to process the shape of a human being. The processing assists in
distinguishing the shape of human beings from animals. It also helps the system to differentiate
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humans from other objects. Using the PIR will show the human body temperature is 36 degrees
more than the animal which will show the type of intruders. Also by the height, If the intrude is
below 1m this could be an animals, and if it is above 1m this will be human. The following
expression can compute the data point reduction [46].
𝐾 𝑠+ , 𝑠! =

N al ,a3 ,+mn $ al $ a3
$ al )$(a3 )

(3.7)

The above formula is a curve evolution technique comparing the relevance measures of the vertices
on the contours. The relevance measure for the curve evolution method is K. K has been modified
to eliminate redundant points while maintaining the significance of the contours. β is the turn angle
on the vertex between the line segments 𝑠+ and 𝑠! . l(𝑠+ ) and l(𝑠! ), representing the normalized
lengths from a vertex to the two adjacent vertices. Applying the formula of the modified curve
evolution reduces short and straight line segments, providing scant information about the overall
shape of an object. Shape similarity is measured easily, as a fixed number of data points will
preserve detail shape information, unlike other techniques, which may lose data points containing
critical shape information. The any given bend angle function; the similarity of the two shapes can
be established through Fourier expansion as shown below.
w
dx+(𝑎d

Ө 1 = 𝜇n +

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑛𝑙 + 𝑏d 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑛𝑙)

(3.8)

The Fourier descriptors derived above is used to measure the similarity between two shapes [49].
𝑎𝑛 and 𝑏𝑛 are the coefficients for each frequency component. The below formulation shows how
the coefficients can be derived considering that Ө 1 is a step function.
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3.5.2 Infrared Intrusion Detection System
Infrared is one of the techniques that can be employed to detect presence of intruders. In
this system valuable information can be obtained from the human such as the location and the
other necessary signal that will confirm presence of a human being. The system is known to make
use of the rate of the heartbeat to detect human beings. The system makes use of infrared sensor
that comprise of a light emitting diode which is adjacent to a phototransistor. The infrared sensor
is used to measure the distance between the detector and the intruder. The infrared sensor consists
of infrared LED and a pair of silicon phototransistors. The high intensity and long range infrared
distance sensors can be used to determine the presence of an intruder accurately and precisely. [50]
This technology makes use of infrared light that is absorbed well in blood and weakly in
human tissue. As such, if light that is reflected back from the skin of an intruder on account of
blood passages is captured by the detector. The reflected light consists of intensity variations that
occur as a result of variations in the blood volume in the tissue which give rise to variations in
output voltages of the detector. The voltage variations are used to detect the heart rate. When the
voltage variations are found to match those of the heart rate, positive results of the detection are
assumed. [51]
3.5.3 Neural Network Intrusion Detection System
A neural network is composed of computational units jointly implementing complex
mapping functions, focusing on the face of the subject. Two main stages are involved in the
detection process; application of a set of neural network-based filters to the image and the
arbitration of filter outputs. High resolution cameras have the ability to capture live images. The
system then processes those images. They are then introduced to a set of filters which search for
the location plane containing the face. Once the face has been located, the arbitrator merges
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detections from individual filters, eliminating any overlap. The initial component receives the
image at a specified pixel determined by the filter. The filter processes the image and gives an
output, signifying the presence or absence of a face.
The filter is normally applied at every location of the image in order to detect the face.
Faces that may be larger than the window size are normally subsampled by a factor of 1.2 and the
filter applied to each scale. The processed window is passed through a system of neural networks
which will determine the presence of the face. The neural network is normally trained prior to the
detection on the general features of a face. This implies that neural networks are relied upon in
confirming the presence of a face and therefore the presence of an intruder. It should also be noted
that a minimum threshold on the number of detections is set in order to eliminate false detections
[52]. The purpose of using neural network is to discover patterns that describe an intrusion activity
and train the neural network to discover them. The neural network system uses a set of 32 MicaZ
sensor nodes. The nodes distributed along a perimeter to detect single and group intrusion.
3.5.4

Image Processing Detection System
An “Image Processing Detection System” is a method for utilizing images to determine

whether there is a presence of trespasser/human intruder or not. Image processing based human
intruder location framework is broadly supported by numerous professionals when contrasted
with robber alert frameworks and radar-based human intruder recognition, principally because of
these four reasons:
a. It helps catch pictures. The connected security camera is an extraordinary device to catch
a photo of the robber when they are attempting to break into a precluded domain.
b. More probability of the intruders being captured. Control rooms have the capacity to view
the photos from the cameras to distinguish intruders for easier arrests.
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c. Security cameras are extraordinary aversion instruments. Robbers are known for dodging
region that has great security, particularly those fitted with security cameras.
d. Security cameras can secure defenseless ranges. At the point when control is inside the
foundation's edge and needs to see what is going on outside of the adjacent building for
security, security cameras are the most ideal approach for this objective securely.
In general, the image processing-based trespasser detection system could be a divided to two main
categories[53].
The first is night vision/IR spectrum image processing-based human intruder detection
system which can divide to digital video surveillance and analog video surveillance. The second
one is vision spectrum image processing-based human intruder detection system which can known
as type of video recording system applying digital technology.
3.6 Recommended Technique for Intrusion Detection System
Several techniques exist that are associated with intrusion detection systems. The DMA is
considered to be the most powerful technique that can be used to process the shape of a human
being. This process helps to distinguish the human beings from animals. It also helps the system
to differentiate humans from other objects. Using DMA on the fact that is has capability of
discerning human beings from animals and vehicles. The use of DMA is considered to be cost
effective. It does not involve a lot of costs and time of installation. DMA is also known to consume
less amount of energy when compared to other methods that were considered in the chapter. Its
processing time is also considered to be the least in considerations to other techniques mentioned
in this chapter. The devices use simple electronic motion detection sensors that monitor motion
and locate objects within a secured perimeter.
DMA is the most suitable and easily scalable. It extracts the contours of an intruding object
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for shape feature analysis. Contour points are simplified by removing the redundant points
connecting short and straight line segments. Its intrusion detection techniques were developed to
best match contour features in a database that targets objects expertly. The matching process of a
target and database shape feature are accomplished from different angles and distances. Barrier
and sensor coverage are important in WSN. Communication issues and breach path problems are
elements equally as essential and will be included and analyzed in future studies.
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CHAPTER 4: LARGE SCALE BORDER SYSTEMS MODELING
AND SIMULATION WITH OPNET
4.1

Introduction
Security along national borders is becoming more critical daily. Using the security

approach, sensor nodes are deployed strategically on parts or the entirety of the border depending
on potential intrusion or common routes to collect sensors’ information through a network of
communicating nodes on a controlled radio channel. These radio signals are used to connect with
the environment components that generate variable events, such as movement. The Wireless
Sensor Network’s (WSN) function is to facilitate information exchange between the sensor nodes
and an application platform [54]. This system is capable of detecting a security breach and tracking
the direction of the trespasser to a marked location, which enforcement officials in border
surveillance can then target. It would, therefore, be a real-time, all-time border security control
system that could render a country and its cities safer.
In addition, WSN consists of both hardware and software components. The hardware
components include a power source, a sensor, a communication element (i.e. a radio transceiver),
a location finding system, a memory device and a processor. The software components include a
sensor driver, communication drivers, communication processors, middleware, and basic
applications. WSN combine micro-sensor technology, low power signal processing, low power
computation, and low power, minimal effort wireless networking capacity in a compact system.
Late advances in integrated circuit technology have empowered construction of much more
proficient sensors, radios, and processors with ease, permitting large scale manufacturing of
refined systems that connection the physical world to networks. Scales will range from local to
worldwide, with applications including pharmaceutical, security, processing plant mechanization,
environmental monitoring and condition-based maintenance. The WSN is composed of agents that
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are used to generate events of interests for the rest of the nodes. In many cases, the agent can cause
a variation regarding the physical magnitude that propagates through the entire environment and
stimulates the sensors [55]. The mote collects data, processes the data and finally packages it.
Afterward, it communicates with other motes using radio transmitters and receivers. Therefore,
WSN operates through the communication that takes place between motes.
OPNET will be an essential tool in the establishment of such networks. It will enable the
implementing team to explore the limits of the network and its operation. Simulation of the
network will emulate the real network and, therefore, provide a clear understanding of the real
network. OPNET software is a graphical tool that has the capability of simulating the network.
The OPNET GUI representation enhances the functional effectiveness of the WSN by allowing
simulation of various border security scenarios that a country could face. The graphical
representation can then be used to design the best deployment strategy of the WSN and recommend
better configurations of the network.
4.2

Large Scale of Border Security System
The border security system is a system used in the maintenance of security along the

borders. Border surveillance is one of the very essential parts of a nation’s security. WSN are used
as border security systems since they have sensors that can monitor physical activities at the border
and report trespassers. Sensors are effective in monitoring the border because border security
requires continuous, reliable monitoring at all times, and WSN rarely raise false alarms. The
placement of sensor nodes, the intruder detection rate, and sensor node power consumption
influence the whole system performance significantly. It can be stated that these features play a
critical role in making sure that all issues to do with the management are developed to make sure
that all things to do with the management of security are well addressed using the WSN
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technologies. The border security system that uses the WSN has the advantage of locating
accurately where motion was detected. The security system, therefore, will give real time
information on the movement along the border. Over the previous years, wireless sensor network
(WSN) in border surveillance and their application in a various situation have been looked into
around the world. A standout amongst the most interesting situations for utilization of WSNs
related to its utilization in the monitoring systems territories [56]. WSN is a one of a kind system
that can utilized for the surveillance of critical regions, for example, borders, etc. Border patrol
systems and techniques have, as of late, increased interest to address the concerns about national
security. With the development of distinctive electronic patrol techniques, this association
diminished that inclusion. Subsequently, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) permits to minimize
human association in border patrol because of their expansive scope of ranges and high versatility
of those gadgets [57]. UAVs are being utilized to detect naturally and track illegal border crossing.
With the assistance of UAV critical human resources can be diverted to choice administration
exercises and information processing taking into account the information from these gadgets.
4.3 Wireless Sensor Node In Border Surveillance
The performance surveillance wireless sensor network is usually generally measured using
defection capabilities that exist at any given monitored zone. The ability is usually affected by
various metrics and the sensor count. The sensor range and the area can also be significantly
affected. This aspect of WSN, in border surveillance, as in most WSN applications, concentrates
on information gathering from different types of sensors; seismic, heat detecting cameras, and
motion detectors [58]. Some exceptional WSN process this information and send a disconnected
alert or amassed information to the command focus, which, makes the appropriate protective
move. Numerous specialists from diverse associations have recommended answers for border
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surveillance problems. A wireless sensor node is a famous arrangement, yet it is troublesome to
run a main supply to the sensor node. Considering that wireless sensor node frequently is put in a
difficult locales, consistent battery changing can be an expensive and inconvenient problem [59].
An important angle in the arrangement of a wireless sensor node is ensuring that there is constantly
sufficient energy accessible to control the system. The following, Figure 9, describes the way
general sensor detection works.

Figure 9: Sensor detection Flow Chart
4.3.1 Types of Sensor Nodes
A sensor node can defined as many components within a network that collect data and
distribute it to each other, via network. Sensor nodes, also known as motes, are said to be the sensor
in the network which is capable of performing some level of processing. Motes are also able to
collect sensory information and establish communication with other connected nodes in the
network. Some of these nodes are ANT, WiSense and AquisGrain. Other types of sensor nodes
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are normal, advanced and super nodes. These sensor nodes perform the functions that their names
suggest of each type of sensor node. Therefore, performance increases from normal to advance
and subsequently super. Other sensor nodes are classified according to the work they perform such
as basic sensor node (passes data to another node), data node (stored data), and aggregator nodes
(collect data).
The sensor node is divided into three layers. The first is the lowest layer consists of
hardware sensor. Secondly, the next layer has the hardware drivers and sensor drivers. Finally, the
upper layer hosts the middleware. There is a buffer layer between the second lowest and the upper
layer, which handles the processes for that specific node operation. Consequently, the sensor nodes
are composed of communication devices, memory, power supply, controller and also sensor
actuators that are used in making sure that the sensor node can operate effectively. The role of the
controller is to make sure that communication protocols are working. The communication device
is used to establish the correct communication device used, the memory used for storage [60]. The
Figure 10 below shows a various components of a sensor node.

Figure 10: Digram of the sensor nodes
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4.3.2 Deployment of Sensor Nodes
Since the border requires to be monitored at every location, thereby making it significantly
difficult to carry out an intrusion, multiple sensors can be deployed to simultaneously monitor
given points within the border, guaranteeing that the failure of one node would not necessarily
compromise the network’s integrity. A WSN deployment can usually be categorized either as a
dense deployment or a sparse deployment depending on the number of nodes that are required to
suitably cover the network. Sensory nodes can be installed in the forest to detect fire as soon as it
starts. In this case, the deployment of the land monitoring and detection radars. The wideband
wireless communication modules are used by the border surveillance system to pass the signal
from one point to another [61]. Monitoring of the system and sensors is done at a central point
where all signals are received. The monitoring is made possible by software and visual tools such
as LCD monitors that display digital maps of the area for the operators.
4.4 Performance Evaluations of WSN In Border Surveillance
The performance of the WSN structure include the power consumption of the nodes and
the topology configuration of the structure of the network. The topology comes into play since the
number of nodes connected to the network and the gateway determines the way in which the
network performs. It is essential to follow strict guideline when the construction of the network is
being done. Therefore, have to know the number of nodes that will be used in a non-router network
and the number of nodes when the routers are being used in the network. Without a router, it is
advisable to use no more than eight nodes for one gateway and up to 36 nodes when using router
nodes.
In the evaluation of the performance of the network, OPNET comes in handy since the
working of the network will be viewed in the graphical presentation. Sensor sensitivity must be
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optimized in order to maximize detection range. Due to the central limits of background clamor, a
maximum detection range exists for any sensor. Accordingly, it is critical to get the best sensitivity
and to create compact sensors that may be generally dispersed. Plainly, micro electromechanical
systems (MEMS) is the technology that provides a perfect path for implementation of these very
dispersed systems [62]. WSN sensor integration relies on structures that are flip-chip attached to a
low temperature, co-let go ceramic substrate. This sensor-substrate, also known as sensors rate, is
a stage for backing of interface, sign processing and communication circuits.
4.5 OPNET AND WSN DESIGN
4.5.1

Network Simulation
The innovation of powerful computer systems made the simulation modelling of complex

networks possible. There are generally two methods of communication networks simulation. The
first method is called analytical modelling and the second one is called machine based simulation.
Analytical modelling model is the network by the set of mathematical equations. The disadvantage
of this modelling is too much simplicity and it cannot model the dynamic nature of the network.
To model the complexity of the network behaviour, the discreet even simulation (DES) is the most
famous approach in research and development. DES is event based driven and provides very close
to the reality results. The event can be considered as generating a single packet and the simulator
model the behaviour of the packet and impact on the network performance. OPNET is one of the
most accurate and widely used DES simulator [63].
4.5.2 OPNET Simulator
Optimized Network Engineering Tool (OPNET) runs a DES engine for modelling the
communication networks and analyzes the results for various performance parameters. It supports
a large set of network environments from a simple LAN network to satellite communication.
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OPNET comes with rich tools and models which facilitate researchers with the standardize
environment to effectively study the effect of network behaviours before deployment in the real
world. The most important features of OPNET are given below.
•

Modeling and simulation feature of OPNET give the user a frame work to first built the
model, execute it and then analyze the results as shown in the Figure 11.

•

OPNET has hierarchical structure, each layer of an OPNET has its own set of parameters
and characteristics

•

OPNET comes with rich models of library with all world leading network hardware
manufacturer devices and all available protocols and also provide programming interface
to develop new protocols for the researchers.

Figure 11: Simulation Steps of OPNET
4.5.3

OPNET Structuring
OPNET is structured on the sets of editor in hierarchical manner. These models work from

low level programming language to higher level GUI. The model in each level can be access by
its upper level with the basic editors in OPNET [64].
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4.5.4 Network Editor
The top most editor of the system is the network editor where the actual network architecture
is deployed. Providing GUI and consists of routers, switches etc. It can model a complex network
in term of sub network which can be office network, enterprise network or the network through
specific area of the world. All the low level models can be access from project editor. A project
editor is shown in the Figure 12.

Figure 12: network editor
4.5.5

Node Editor
Node editors specify the behavior of each node inside the project editor. The behavior is

defined in term of different modules. Each module specifies a unique behavior of the node like
data creation, storage, transmission etc. The node model is shown in the Figure 13.
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Figure 13: node editor
4.5.6

Process Model Editor
The process model provides the editor to create different processes which runs by the node

created in the node editor. OPNET DES engine works on finite state machine (FSM) which is
developed in the process model. The operation runs in each state are control by C and C++ as
shown in the Figure 14.

Figure 14: process model editor
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4.5.7

Link Model Editor
Link model specify different attributes to link or to develop a new link model with specific

defined parameters. The link editor model is shown in the Figure 15.

Figure 15: link model editor
4.5.8

Path Editor
New path route can be defined using this editor. All protocols which are using virtual

circuits or logical circuits can use paths to route traffic. The path editor is shown in the Figure 16.

Figure 16: path editor
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4.5.9

Probe Editor
Probe editors specify an interface to collect additional statistics as defined in the network

editor. Various types of statistics can be defined using probe editor which are link statistics, local
statistics, global statistics and different other animation statistics. The probe editor is shown in the
following Figure 17.

Figure 17: path editor
4.5.10 Network Design
There are two deployment methods in the OPNET. The first method is to use OPNET
providing utility for deploying the nodes in the network editor, but the supported option for that
case is limited. The approach that is followed here is use the manual method of deploying nodes.
The first step is to start placing the nodes is to assign the area of deployment. The area that is
chosen for this simulation is around 2x2km for the clustered tree and mesh topologies. OPNET
does not support clustered trees by default. The open source clustered tree model is available from
open-ZigBee [65]. The model is integrated inside the OPNET to enable the clustered routing
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features. After placement of the coordinator, routers and end nodes in the network editor, the
design looks like as shown in the Figure 18.

Figure 18: Custer Tree Topology
The mesh routing is supported in the default ZigBee libraries. The same manual placement
procedure is followed for mesh routing as well. The nodes are placed in the network editor as
shown in the Figure 19.

Figure 19: Mesh Topology
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4.5.11 Cluster Tree Topology
The cluster tree topology needs proper planning before deployment because of the cluster
tree addressing requirements. The network behaves in the hierarchical manner, expanding from
the coordinator to the tier 1 routers at depth 1 and tier 2 routers at depth 2 and the corresponding
nodes. The planning has been made by keeping the maximum number (500) of nodes in the mind
[66]. The following important consideration have been made before deploying the nodes.
1- The tree will consist of maximum depth level 3 as shown in the Figure 20.
2- The coordinator is at the depth 0. The first R03 is at depth 1 and coordinator is the parent
router for it. The remaining routers R031, R032, R033, R034 and R035 are at the depth of
2 and R03 is the parent for all the routers and the associated nodes of them. The end nodes
are at depth 3 and the above routers are the parents for them.
3- The maximum number of nodes per parent will be 20.
4- The addressing values are based on the Cm, Rm and lm. The Cm is the maximum number
of child of a router. The Rm is the maximum number of child router of a router while lm
is the maximum number of depth of the tree.
5- The important values obtained on the basis of above assumption and to finalize the addressing
for each nodes is shown in the Table 4.

Figure 20: Tree structure
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Table 4: Addressing values
Description Value
Cm

25

Rm

5

Lm

3

Cskip (0)

151

Cskip (1)

26

Cskip
1
There are 3 total networks that are deployed for cluster tree design with node counts of
100, 200, 300, 400 and 500. As there is no way to assign the addressing to all the nodes
automatically therefore each node is manually configured for the addressing parameters.
Considering the single node R031, the configured addressing looks like as shown in the Figure 21.

Figure 21: Addressing configuration on nodes
It can be seen that the router is at depth 2 with maximum children of 25 and the maximum depth
value of 3. The parent to this device is associated has a mac address of 303 while its own mac
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address is 304. The group of sensors represent the parent router with its associated child. All the
sensor nodes generate traffic and the destination for the traffic is the coordinator, which is the
central point to collect data from all the sensors. The mac layer parameter including CSMA-CA
parameters is also configurable in the cluster tree topologies. In the Figure 22, the configured
parameters from one of the router are taken which is similar to other nodes in the network.

Figure 22: CSMA CA Configs
Since a cluster tree has a battery module the batteries are also configurable. The configured
parameters from battery module can be seen in the Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Battery modules
4.5.12 Mesh Topology
Mesh routing is quite easy to deploy in the OPNET because of its default libraries. The
addressing is also very simple and the OPNET take care of all the auto assignment of addressing
for each nodes. Therefore, there is no need to configure the addresses manually for each node,
which become very time consuming, if we talk about assigning manual addresses to 500 nodes.
The only configuration required is at the coordinator, which is the central point for configuring the
routing for all the routers and the end sensors. It is important to carefully place the routers by
considering the amount of end sensors and each sensor automatically associate with one of the best
path available router. In the Figure 24 it can be seen that two routers are placed to cover the sensors
communication and provide the path towards the coordinator.
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Figure 24: Mesh router placement

The routing is configured on the coordinator which automatically configured all the routers to
follow the same routing behavior. The mesh routing configuration of the coordinator can be seen
in the Figure 25. The network layer configuration is available only in the coordinator.

Figure 25: Network layer configs for mesh
The mac layer parameters are also configurable in the default model of ZigBee. The configured
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mac parameters used for this chapter is shown in the Figure 26.

Figure 26: Mesh nodes Mac configs

Since no battery modules are present in the OPNET default ZigBee libraries. Therefore, battery
power is not considered for mesh routing.
4.6

Simulation and Results

4.6.1

Performance Metrics
This section will evaluate the critical analysis of various graphs that are obtained on the

basis of configuration earlier in this chapter. The effect of increasing of increasing number of nodes
on the network performance will also be discussed with the respect to the obtained graphs. The
communication network is the backbone for the application running on it. Therefore, performance
in term of throughput, delay and failover are the main important parameters to take in to
consideration. OPNET generate results in term of graphs and the values will be evaluated for the
increasing number of nodes and the performance of wireless mesh and tree topologies. OPNET
has three different types of techniques for collecting results, which are.
•

Global statistics
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•

Node statistics

•

Link statistics
Global statistics show the average of all the nodes in the network, e.g. global end-to-end

delay is the average end-to-end delay of all the nodes in the graph. Node statistics give the statistics
at the node level. E.g. end-to-end delay in the node statistics will give the end-to-end delay of only
that node and the link statistics give the link level performance [67].
In order to compare the results, the simulations are divided into 10 scenarios. Five scenarios
for clustered trees and Five for mesh routings. The differentiator in each scenario is the number of
nodes and the routing protocol of each. All these scenarios were done in an area of 16093.4 meters
(10 Miles) of area in both cluster and mesh topologies. In the cluster topology there will be 100
nodes sending traffic to coordinator at the center of the network then 200 sensors, 300, 400 and
500 sensors nodes. The mesh network will also start with 100 and subsequently 200, 300, 400
nodes to 500 nodes. Each 100 sensor nodes cover up to 3218 m and distributed along 3 lines, each
line has approximately 32 sensor nodes.
Based on the equation 3.4 and the number of nodes with different type of intruder such as human
and an animal the probability of detection is showing in table 5 and the probability of Identification
is showing in table 6
Table 5: Probability of Detection
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Table 6: Probability of Identification

We extensively use two general results from theory of probability. First, the Probability of
Detection, second is the Probability of Identification based on the number of nodes (500). Also
based on the intruder with different kind of 𝑥aba and 𝑥cde .
4.6.2

Collecting Results
There are two phases in collecting results. First phase is to enable the request statistics in

the OPNET and then define the simulation time for the amount of the time the results are requested
to collect. OPNET supports different types of results but the main focus here will be on delay and
throughput of the network, as well as the battery performance of the parent routers in case of
clustered tree topology. The mesh routing does not support a battery module. OPNET provides a
complete list of statistics and the required statistics related to this simulation has been set to collect
as shown in the Figure 27. After collecting the results, the simulation has been run for the required
amount of time to get the results.
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Figure 27: collecting statistics
4.6.3

Cluster Tree Performance
As explained above, the cluster tree has five scenarios for the increasing number of nodes

to see its effect on the network behavior. Since wireless sensor mac use CSMA-CA for resource
allocation, therefore CMCA mac drop results are collected as the mac layer performance metric.
The collective results for all the three scenarios for the CSMA-CA drop and the medium access
delay can be seen in the Figures 28&29.
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Figure 28: CSMA- dropped packets

Figure 29: CSMA-Medium access delay
The first Figure shows the packet drops while the second Figure shows the resource allocation
delay. The yellow line represents 500 sensors; the turquoise represents 400 sensors, the green
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represents 300, the red represents 200 while the blue represents 100 sensors. It can be seen that
increasing the sensors in the network adversely affect the performance. The packet drop has
increased as the sensors increased and it can be seen that delays are quite higher as well for some
sensor in case of 400 and 500 nodes. The main reason for this increase is the parent-child design
of the cluster tree routing. The router at tier 1 has initially two child routers and each child routers
has 20 nodes. The tier 1 parents served a total of 40 nodes. Now, in case of 500 nodes, the tier
router has five child routers with each having 20 nodes. This increased the total number of nodes
to 100. This effect can be clearly determined from the graph. As the number of children nodes
increased, the load on the parent’s nodes increases, which can start causing the drops and delays
to the packets. Another important network parameter is to end-to-end delay and network load
which explain the application behavior. The end-to-end delay and the total average network load
can be seen in the Figures 30& 31.

Figure 30: End-to-End delay
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Figure 31: Network Load
It can be seen that end-to-end delay has very irregular pattern and quite high. The delay in
the clustered tree topologies is always high because of the intermediate network layer switching
involve which causes additional delay. Since the above results are global statistics, which is the
average statistics of all the end-to- end delay and packet received, an exact estimation cannot be
made from the above graph. The 300 nodes could be showing maximum delay because of the
bottleneck of the single router, which affects the average delay of all the nodes. Network load
represents the total number of PDUs observed by the network layer. Even in case of 500 nodes the
packet drop was noticed as high but network load is still high and the reason for that response is
the high number of active nodes. Even the packets are dropping but since the data generated is a
lot more therefore the results are showing the higher network load. The throughput of the
communication channel evaluates the total number of successful data received by the transmitter
or receiver channel per unit time in bits/sec. It is one of the main performance metrics in observing
the behavior of the wireless communication network. The throughput is collected by selection of
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the parent router, which is R03 in this case, and the results can be seen in the Figures 32&33.
Channel Utilization shows the percentage data usage on the channel.

Figure 32: channel utilization

Figure 33: Channel throughput
The first graph represents describe the receiver channel utilization while the second graph
shows the throughput of the wireless receiver channel. From the throughput definition, it can be
validated from the graph that the successful average data receiver is higher in 400 nodes as
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compared to 500 nodes due to packet loss whereas the channel utilization of the 500 nodes is a bite
higher than 200 based on its correlation to the overall network load. Battery usage depends on the
active cycles used by the nodes and the amount of processing done by the node. The battery usage
is collected on the router R03, which has a different number of child routers for the 100,200, 300,
400 and 500 nodes scenarios. It is serving the maximum amount of children in 500 nodes scenario
so the expected battery utilization should be higher in this case. The combined battery utilization
for all the three scenarios is shown in the Figure 34.

Figure 34: battery consumption
Clearly, there is direct relationship on the performance of battery with increasing numbers of nodes
and it is highly recommended to use high powers on the parent nodes which are involved in the
process of all the children nodes.
4.6.4 Mesh Routing Performance
Mesh routing architecture is different than the tree. Therefore, the high-performance
difference is expected and performance is based on the efficiency of the coding. The mesh routing
is the default model libraries from the OPNET. Therefore, its code is much more efficient as
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compared to the open source clustered tree model when starting with the mac layer performance
of the mesh routing. The similar results will be evaluated as explained for the clustered tree routing.
The mac data dropped results defined by OPNET as the values collected for the amount of traffic
dropped due to consistently failing transmissions and retransmission. The media access delay is
total delay face by the queuing and contention delays of the data frames transmitted by all Mac
layer of 802.15.4. This delay is the measure of the arrival of frames from the higher layer, insertion
of these frames into the transmission queue until the frame is served and in initially sent on the
radio transmission channel. The collective statistic of the mac drop and media access delay is
shown in the Figures 35&36.

Figure 35: Mac drop
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Figure 36: Media Access Delay
The number of end nodes increased, as expected, in the PAN the media access delay
behavior changed with higher data drop rate and delay. The ratio of increase in the sensor as
compared to serving routers is higher. Therefore, the load affects the network performance. The
second reason is the overload of PAN coordinator as well. For the analysis of application
performance in any data network, the end-to-end delay is an important factor. End-to-end delay is
measured as the change in time of generation and reception of the packet. In OPNET, the difference
in time is measured by stamping each packet with the time field. The receiver subtracts the packet
stamped time which represents the generation time of the packet from the simulation time to
generate the end-to-end delay. The end-to-end delay for all the three scenarios is shown in the
Figure 37.
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Figure 37: End-to-End delay
According to the graphs, no baseline behavior for end-to-end delay performance can be
estimated. The only reason for this behavior could be the starting access request made by a sensor
through the intermediate routers. Once the end node receives its data slot for data, the PAN behaves
same in term of end-to-end delay for all the three scenarios. Another notable thing in mesh routing
is the very low end-to-end delay as compared to clustered tree because of the fast switching in the
mac layer. Similarly, to the clustered tree scenarios, the channel utilization, and throughput has
also been observed for mesh routing. The Figures 38&39 plotted the throughput and link utilization
for the wireless mesh three scenarios of 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 sensors.
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Figure 38: Channel Throughput

Figure 39: Channel utilization
It can be observed that throughput in mesh routing behave similarly to the graphs obtained
for clustered tree routing. The performance improved with the rising number of end nodes. The
PAN is showing the best performance with 400 nodes. The network seems to be choked for 500
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nodes (green line), the green line intersect the red line for the maximum value of 60 at 10 sec and
then performance start degrading as the load in the network get higher. The link utilization has a
changed behavior in mesh routing. The justification for link utilization is a single hope towards
destination which correlates to the throughput graphs. In the example of clustered tree routing, the
graph obtained for link utilization is from the intermediate parent node which represent the
combined traffic of all the child routers and sensors attached to this parent.
4.6.5 Performance Results
In terms of overall performance, it can be seen that the network behaves optimally at 100
nodes but at 500 nodes the performance degrades and throughput falls down. The mesh topology
performance is observed better than cluster tree in term of end-to-end delay. Because of the flat
architecture of the network and multiple path availabilities towards the coordinator with less hop.
The advantage of mesh routing is that sensors are independent of any parents, and the failure of
the parents does not affect any child, as long second active router is available in the network.
Therefore, complete network isolation problems can be easily avoided in this case. Wireless mesh
is a costly solution as compared to clustered tree because of the many backbone routers. Despite
the cost, network performance is improved and this solution is recommended for high, closely
placement of the sensors. In terms of performance in wireless mesh routing, it can be seen that the
breakout point is 400 as the network performance degrades with the 500 nodes. The additional
parameters can be taken into consideration to improve the performance which can include the
addition of another coordinator and more mesh routers.
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CHAPTER 5: BORDER SMART SURVEILLANT and AN
INTRUDER ALERT SYSTEM USING CMUCAM3
5.1

Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to present the Smart Surveillant – an intruder alert system using

a CMUCAM3, and to describe its functionality. This chapter explains the design, application,
scope and every restriction of the Smart Surveillant, including how CMUCAM3 works and the
techniques that are used to build the Smart Surveillant. The frame differencing technique of
CMUCAM3, that is used to do motion tracking, is explained as well.
A plethora of security cameras and surveillance cameras are available on the market and
offer a wide range of features, starting from basic surveillance to high level intelligent patrolling
camera bots. The most important feature in this chapter is motion tracking. These products hold a
considerable cost even though their real time application is not up to the level of what they offer.
The aim of this chapter is to build a cost effective solution for general security issues [68]. The
Smart Surveillant monitors a specific location and triggers an alert when there is an intrusion. It
does this by using the CMUCAM3, a low cost, fully programmable, embedded image sensor. The
CMUCAM3 offers a variety of features. The feature utilized in this chapter is the Frame
Differencing technique. The Smart Surveillant relies extensively on motion tracking to detect an
intrusion and this is achieved through the frame differencing technique. The process involves
image processing to identify the difference in the frames captured by the CMUCAM3 sensor.
“Object Tracking” is the process of tracking a specific object throughout its motion, using
a vision sensor or camera. The CMUCAM3 is built specifically for object tracking. “Motion
Detection” is the process of identifying the motion of objects in a given location is known as
motion detection. This can be achieved through the tracking of different objects present in a given
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location or by tracking the changes in the number of objects present in the location. The
CMUCAM3’s frame differencing technique uses a similar algorithm to detect motion [69].
5.2 Smart Surveillant System Components
The components that are used in building the Smart Surveillant are:
1. CMUCAM3 from Parallax Inc.
2. Arduino UNO R3 development board
3. DC power(9V) supply to power Arduino & the cmucam3
4. Connecting wires
5. An alarm system connected to AC power(220-240V) supply
5.3 CMUCAM3 Description
The CMUCAM3 is a low cost, fully programmable embedded image sensor. It provides an
open source development environment with a powerful hardware platform. It is based on
ARM7TDMI processor. The main processor, Philips LPC2106, is connected to an Omnivision
CMOS camera. The CIF resolution camera captures the images into high speed FIFO buffers. The
sensor supports an MMC for mass storage using FAT file system [70]. Below is the Block diagram
of CMUCAM3 Figure 39. The front and back of the CMUCAM3 Figures 40 & 41.
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Figure 40: Block diagram of CMUCAM3[70]

Figure 41 – Front view
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Figure 42 – Rear view

Figure 43 – Arduino UNO pin diagram
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Some of the features include of the Arduino as showing in Figure 43.
•

Open source development for Windows & Linux

•

Load images into memory at 26 fps

•

Software based JPEG compression

•

Basic image manipulation library such as image downsizing

•

Frame differencing

•

Object tracking

•

Histogram generation

The applications of the CMUCAM3 mostly use the image processing accessible through a serial
interface. Typical examples include:
•

Robotics

•

Surveillance

•

Object recognition and tracking

5.4 Design Smart Surveillant System Using CMUCAM 3
This section describes the design involved in building the Smart Surveillant. The
CMUCAM3 will be connected to the Arduino board. Then the sensor will be programmed through
Arduino to do the required functionality. Once the program is dumped into the Arduino board, the
board will be powered up using a DC power supply. The device will be placed in a particular
location which needs surveillance. The intruder alert system will be connected to the Arduino
board. The CMUCAM3 uses the frame differencing technique to detect motion in the specified
location. Once it detects motion, it considers that as an intrusion and triggers the attached intruder
alert system. “Frame Differencing” is when the sensor captures an image frame of the location
initially and stores it [71]. Then after a specific time interval, the sensor captures another image
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frame and compares it with the pre-stored frame. If it finds a difference between the frames which
is greater than a particular threshold value, the sensor detects it as a movement of the objects
present in the location or addition of new objects into the location. The differentiated output will
be given sent through the serial emitter of the sensor. An “Intrusion Alert” occurs once the Arduino
receives frame differentiated output from the sensor, it triggers the intrusion alert system connected
to it, as shown in the flow Chart in Figure 44.

Figure 44 – intrusion alert system flow chart
5.5 Implementation of The Smart Surveillant
This section describes the implementation of the Smart Surveillant, based on the design
proposed earlier. Initially, the image sensor shall be connected to the Arduino board’s ICSP header
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through the serial cable. Arduino UNO will be connected to the PC through the USB cable. Then
the code to do the frame differencing and triggering the intruder alarm will be dumped onto the
Arduino board. This code involves sending serial communication to CMUCAM3 to capture the
image frames regularly and to perform frame differencing on the captured image frames. This
output will be read by the Arduino through ICSP and if the sensor reports a motion detection, the
digital output pin of the Arduino will be set [72].
No specific software is needed to do the programming for CMUCAM3. The coding can be
completed in two ways. One way is to program using a GNU compiler and the other is just to send
specific commands to CMUCAM3. The sensor has CMUCAM3 emulated firmware inside. The
CMUCAM3 GUI software’s functionality is used as the basis of the device’s coding. The firmware
receives commands from the GUI through serial communication. Those same commands will be
sent from the arduino UNO board to the CMUCAM3 through serial communication. The sensor’s
firmware reads these commands and writes the output through the serial port. In this case, we will
be sending the commands LF and FD to do the frame capturing and frame differencing in regular
time intervals. LF command indicates for the sensor to load a frame into memory. The FD
command directs the sensor to apply the frame differencing technique on both the current frame
and the frame in the memory. The FD command is followed by a value to indicate the threshold
with which the frame differencing has to be performed. These commands will be sent from the
arduino through the ICSP and will be coded in the following format in arduino.
Sample Code:
Serial.write(‘lf’); //loads the frame
Serial.write(‘fd 8000’); //frame differencing
Once the code is dumped, the USB cable can be removed and the arduino and the sensor
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should be powered through a DC power supply in order to self-sustain. The device will then be
deployed in a location and do what it is has been programmed to do. After deployment, the sensor
captures the first frame of the location and stores in it in its memory. The time interval given is 7
seconds. The sensor captures the second frame after 7 more seconds have passed. After capturing
the second frame, the frame differencing technique will be applied on the two captured frames. If
the difference is greater than the programmed threshold, the sensor detects this as a motion and
sends the ‘on’ signal to the arduino board through the serial cable. If the difference is less than the
threshold, the sensor sends an ‘off’ signal to arduino. If motion is detected, then the first frame
will be erased and the second frame will be stored in the memory. This process is repeated
indefinitely. The arduino, continuously reading the ICSP, will set the pin13 if an ‘on’ signal is
received.
The intruder alert system is powered by an AC power supply. The arduino shall be
interfaced between the intruder alert system and the AC power supply, to act as a switch. The
alarm system will be connected to pin13 of the arduino. When frame differencing results in a
motion detection, we will wet the pin13, which will turn on the alarm.
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Figure 45 – Smart suveillant assembled system

Figure 46 – Smart surveillant monitoring a specific room
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Figure 47 – Smart surveillant detects a person’s presence motion detected as intrusion
(The box in second image is manually done; frame differencing does not box the objects)
5.6 Surveillant Application
This section describes the real time application of the surveillant after deployment in a
specific location. In this scenario, the camera monitors a room in the house. The sensor has
captured the first frame and has kept track of all the objects in the room. After 7 seconds, it has
captured the second frame, in which a person is found. It treats that person as an additional object
in the room. When the frame differencing is done, the huge difference in the number of pixels
exceeds the threshold and detects intrusion. It then sends an ON signal to the arduino. The arduino
processes the ON signal and sets the pin13 to HIGH. This triggers the intrusion alert system. In
real time, the preferred application of this chapter is as a border security camera between two
locations.
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5.7 Smart Surveillant System Restrictions
A restriction of this chapter includes ignoring of authorized motion detection, when an
authorized person enters the location; the device has to stop doing the motion detection for an
amount of time specifically programmed. When the alarm is triggered, it has to be shut down
manually and the device must be reset in order to function properly. Another considerable
restriction is the range of the sensor. The range of this device relies completely on the threshold
given for frame differencing. Low threshold value results in higher range but is not reliable because
the sensor triggers the alarm for inconsequential objects. High threshold value results in lower
range and might not trigger the alarm for human intrusion. The threshold should be moderate.
CMUCAM3’s resolution is CIF(352x288). That means 101376 pixels per frame. Human intrusion
can have a minimum threshold of 7000 pixels. The ideal threshold value for detecting human
intrusion can be in the range of 7000-1000 pixels. The camera’s ideal monitoring range is a
dimension space of 16x16. These values are preliminary and are purely based on trial and error.
Actual values may differ based on the application of the device.
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CHAPTER 6: ANTENNA RANGE EXTEND FOR TOLES
SENSOR PLATFORM TRANSCEIVER BOARD
6.1 Introduction
During the past few decades, wireless sensor networks, along with their applications, have
been undergoing an evolution and becoming an important technology in the world. Wireless sensor
networks are spatially distributed sensors which are used to measure the physical and
environmental changes in the area of their implementation. The quantities include changes in
motion, temperature, pressure and noise. The users of these networks are customizing this
technology in the areas of security, agriculture, ecological monitoring and health care services.
The control and monitoring of a border are growing tough for most of the countries in the world
today. Countries use it to allocate a significant number of financial and manpower resources to
address the issue. Despite the amount of the resources invested in the controlling and monitoring
of the border, several false alarms are raised, contributing to the difficulty of the task. The
implementation of the WSN for the border control facilitates is surveillance, monitoring, and it
provides an intelligent solution to the above mentioned problems.
The WSNs combine the characteristics of the decision-making through signal processing,
transmission, compact devices, and low-power consumption compared to the conventional
monitoring systems currently installed at borders. WSNs detect the intruders in the territories
which were previously unknown and are able to detect and investigate the intruders. Each node of
the network can detect the intrusion and then communicate with the rest of the nodes in the network
to establish a clear idea of the environment as follows.
a) The multimedia sensors provide accurate detection and representation of the threat. The
detection range of the sensor is also greater.
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b) The ground sensor can provide the additional information about the intrusion which cannot
be provided by the multimedia sensors.
c) Mobile tracking capability of the system can track an intruder after its detection.
d) The networking processing allows the heterogeneous nodes to detect the intrusion and
report it back to the administrator.
6.2 Designed WSN Architecture
The primary matter of concern in the implementation of the WSNs is related to the power
consumption requirements and sources of battery energy. The placement of the WSN in a large
geographical area needs a low-power sensor based architecture which is comprised of the
components having low-power consumption and reduced monitoring and maintenance
requirements. The node architecture is made up of a sensor which is connected to a low-power
analog to digital converters. The purpose of the convertor is to change the analog signal obtained
from the environment into digital form for the transmission. A spectrum analyzer is also connected
to the output of the sensor node with the responsibility of triggering the reaction based on the
output obtained from the sensors.
The proposed network consists of several components which are capable of communicating
with each other using radio frequency at 2.4 GHz. The network coordinator is a Telos platform
attached to an end station. The designed sensor platform includes two levels of hierarchy. The
upper level is realized using Telos wireless platform and the lower level sensor specific intelligent
signal processing module. For the two-tier processing board, we used Telos, which is
commercially available. Each Telos board is based on 8 MHz microcontroller with integrated 2
KB of RAM and 60 KB of flash memory a USB interface and a CC2590 antenna to increase the
range of the node. The Telos platforms also include several sensors for the functioning of the
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sensor node [73].
A Telos platform includes a 10-pin expansion connector allowing one UART and 12C
interface. There two general purpose I/O lines and three analog inputs. The tier one of the
hierarchical system is implemented as Intelligent Signal Processing Module (ISPM). They are
designed to connect with Telos wireless sensor module in the tier two. The ISPM extends the
capabilities of the Telos by adding two dual axis accelerometers. The ISMP’s two ADXL202
accelerometers cover the axis of rotation for the sensor module.
The ISMP has its own processor in the shape of MSP430F1232 processor present for
sampling and for low level data processing. An alternative way is to use Telo’s microcontroller is
for the data acquisition and processing. The microcontroller used was selected for the
considerations of size and excellent MIPS/mW ratio. An additional microprocessor improves the
efficiency of the sensor node causing no significant burden on the power consumption of the sensor
node. Other features of the design are 10-bit ADC and timer registers which are used to acquire
data from the accelerometers. The selected microprocessor also has the hardware for
communication with the Telos board [73].
6.3 Designing Our Board with CC2590 RF Front-End
The CC2590 front-end is installed to an increase in the range of the sensor node. Before
the installation of the front-end antenna, the output power of the sensor node was 0 dBm. The
receiver sensitivity was -95 dBm and the range of operation for the sensor node was 125 m
(maximum). The CC2590 is a range extender for 2.4 GHz RF transceivers, transmitters, and the
output power now is 14 dBm. Below, in Figure 48, you can see the block diagram of the CC2590.
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Figure 48: CC2590 Block Diagram [73]
The installation of the front end increases the capability of the link by power amplification and
improved sensitivity. The operating frequency and other electronic specifications are given in the
table 7 below:
Table 7: new design of CC2590

Old Version

New Version

Output power : max 0dBm

Output power : max 14 dBm

Receiver sensitivity : -95dBm

Receiver sensitivity : -101dBm

Range : max 125m

Range : up to 500m

The RF output power of the front-end antenna is controlled by a 7- bit value in the CC2590 chip
with the addition of the front-end antenna the range of the sensor node is increased almost three
times. The maximum output power is increased to 14 dbm and receiver sensitivity improved to 101 dbm. The circuit design requires only a few components. The board layout has its influence
on the RF performance of the components. The layout and stack-up and schematic design by
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Altium for the CC5290. The Altium is a software integration platform which brings together all
tools that necessary to create a complete environment for electronic product, in a single application.
The Altium Designer includes tools for all design tasks such as: schematic, PCB, circuit
simulation, signal integrity analysis, and FPGA-based embedded system.
6.4 Implementing CC2590 RF Front End for Telos board

Figure 49: Application Circuit for CC2590
The old version of this toles has been designed using an auto router. These kinds of designs are
not suitable, such as: power trace and gnd. So, I designed by manual routing, adding RF single end
trace impedance and USB differential pair impedance. The RF impedance is 50 ohm and usb
differential pair is 90 ohm.
The main advantages of using CC2590 are as follows:
1.CC2590 is superior RF front-end for low-control 2.4 GHz circuits.
2.CC2590 can be utilized as a part of the current and future systems working at 2.4 GHz having
low power RF-handsets.
3.It expansions the affectability by enhancing the yield force and LNA for low power systems.
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4.CC2590 has a little size and can be introduced on 4×4 mm bundles.
5.It contains LA, PA switches and RF coordinating including balun for little high of remote
wireless networks. The new board that I designed is shown in Figure 50,51 and 52.

Figure 50: Front Board with CC2590 RF Front End

Figure 51: Rear Board with CC2590 RF Front End
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Figure 52: PCB layout with CC2590 RF Front End
By adding CC2590, New Telos design has been improved 20dB than older version.
Normally communication range is in proportion to square of gain. Therefore, it may be extended
10 (Sqrt[20dB]=10) times than older version as theory. In result, the new version may be
communicating till 500m/indoor~1250m/outdoor since old Telos is 50m/indoor and
125m/outdoor. The CC2590 can be applied to the circuit operating 2.4 GHz ISM band systems. It
supports the IEEE 802.154 protocol and extremely efficient ZigBee systems. Its applications are
extended to wireless audio systems and wireless consumer systems. Finally, there is the option of
using external antennae that have a high gain and can extend more than 1km, if one is mindful of
power consumption.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusion
In conclusion, the wireless sensor nodes showcase an emerging technology in intrusion
detection and border surveillance system application. Wireless sensor networks have attracted
much attention by demonstrating such versatile usages. Now, more than ever, threat assessment
and intruder identification are becoming a priority. The optimization of UAV technology has been
widely applied in the area of borderline surveillance, as it utilizes coexisting border control
techniques and contemporary electronic detection systems. Combining the two detection vectors
provides non-linear and linear sight detection systems. The system application is user-friendly and
contains high sensing capabilities guarantying user simplicity in the real life implementation of
WSNs. In the investigation of the OPNET operating and performance dynamics, we can carry out
analysis on how the software enhances performance in the simulation of ZigBee WSNs.
Analysis indicates that the OPNET MODELER showcases an extreme performance in the
simulation of ZigBee, as it utilizes a wide range of statistical and reporting techniques that work
at various network topologies. Upon running different topologies, the analysis indicates mesh
topology is reliable in the implementation of the simulation model, in preference to tree network
topology. The wireless nodes have been found to work at close ranges of approximately 50 to
125m radius and, with software, implementation users can increase the existing distance in range.
During the deployment phase, it was established that ZigBee WSN is easier to deploy as compared
to other existing WSN simulators. The ZigBee WSN was found to decrease performance in its
implementation and physical layers because of not properly incorporating the security and energy
models. The number of nodes can be simulated and evaluated for the system deployment and
operations of the border sense systems, thus testing the application simulation for all complexities.
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The wireless sensor system architecture plays a vital role in the implementation of WSN’s
because placement is conducted in an extended geographical area. Deployment of low power
sensor based architecture requires low power consumption components, thus enhancing border
control activities. Since WSNs support a large number of sensors in a wide area with low bit rate
transformation, the design should implement a multi-hop routing mechanism. This gives the
network topology design room for efficient sensor distribution and increased scalability. The node
architecture contains various elements that have environmental examining capabilities, therefore
it enhances the sharing of physical environmental settings of areas with neighboring nodes under
a given radius. This helps in determining whether or not the remote user is altered. With this
implementation, the environmental disturbance issues are easily detected.
WSN coverage and connectivity are vital, as they measure the quality of service delivery
and signal availability of the sensors’ performance assessment. Sensors can effectively survey and
monitor the environment and that information is transferred to nodes for data sink. Routing
between nodes utilizes the shortest distance algorithm, thus enhancing the calculations of packet
delays and determining the level of node transmission. In this work, we developed a solution for
the border surveillance problem using WSN. The flexibility, and high sensing, of WSN make it
as a part of our daily lives. The WSN application was implemented and tested using an advanced
OPNET Modeler. Several tests were carried out to verify this implementation. It can be concluded
that this application has achieved WSN assuming reasonable choice of the number of nodes and
the data generation rate based on the 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 nodes. Finally, designing a new
board with 500m range while integrating a camera such as CMUCAM3 will help any country to
secure their borders and will also reduce numbers of intensive human involvement. As a result,
the cost effect will also be reduced.
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7.2 Future Work
The wireless sensor networks have become indispensable to the realization of smart
technology. The border control implementation can use the WSN to construct smart technology
systems. Along these lines, there is some remaining work that needs to be completed in the near
future. Future research can focus on associated communication issues and breaching path
problems. This regards how secure the system application is in relation to modern day hackers’
capabilities to exploit the coexisting flaws in the new design. It is proposed to use a novel object
classification algorithm that specifically compares various dynamics for objects, shaped for any
existing similarities. The application of algorithms is considered a generic means primarily used
for the classification of object types. Integration of novels’ extensions in the algorithms tends to
reduce instances of false alarms, thereby making the system robust in the incorporation of a wide
range of color spectrums and in the fusion of thermal images, thus generating smart visual
surveillance systems for real-time monitoring. Moreover, due to limited power, consumption
becomes a slight concern to extend the network’s lifetime. Therefore, we will propose
improvement on the system by creating miniaturized versions of the nodes with embedded solar
panels or small wind generators nearby to provide an endless supply of energy in order to extend
its lifetime. In future work, we will propose a novel integrating satellite systems with the border
detection sensors which will provide live feedback on intruders in areas with harsh climatic or
geographical conditions that hinder the deployment of the normal mobile surveillance systems.
Finally, sensor nodes will be utilized in real wireless sensor network environments in order to
extend the range of detection in any monitoring area.
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To control the border more effectively, countries may deploy a detection system that
enables real-time surveillance of border integrity. Events such as border crossings need to
be monitored in real time so that any border entries can be noted by border security forces
and destinations marked for apprehension. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are
promising for border security surveillance because they enable enforcement teams to
monitor events in the physical environment. In this work, probabilistic models have been
presented to investigate senor development schemes while considering the environmental
factors that affect the sensor performance. Simulation studies have been carried out using
the OPNET to verify the theoretical analysis and to find an optimal node deployment scheme
that is robust and efficient by incorporating geographical coordination in the design.
Measures such as adding camera and range-extended antenna to each node have been
investigated to improve the system performance. A prototype WSN based surveillance
system has been developed to verify the proposed approach.
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